unrestrained arm on a central target (diameter = 24 mm) and fixated on a small white cross 173 (diameter = 6 mm). After ~350-400 ms had elapsed, two isoluminant colored targets appeared 174 100 mm to the right and left of the central target. The target configuration was randomized so 175 that colors were not always tied to reach directions: sometimes the red target was on the left 176 and green on the right, while other trials had the opposite configuration. After an additional hold 177 period (varying from 400 to 900 ms), a static checkerboard cue (15 x 15 grid of squares; each 178 square 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm) composed of isoluminant red and green squares appeared on the 179 screen around the fixation cross (example stimuli are shown in Fig. 2c ). The monkeys reached 180
for the target whose color matched the dominant color in the central checkerboard cue. For 181 example, when there was more green than red in the central checkerboard cue, the monkey 182 had to choose the green target. To "choose" a target, the animals moved their hand from the 183 central hold point and stably held a target for a short duration (minimum of 200 ms). The task 184
was an RT paradigm, so the monkeys were free to initiate their reach whenever they felt there 185 was sufficient evidence for them to provide a response. We did not impose any delayed 186 feedback procedure in this task such as a delay between the time of reward and the completion 187 of a reach for a correct target. The juice reward was provided to the monkey immediately after 188 the monkey provided a correct response (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002) . 189 190 We parameterized the checkerboard cue at several different levels from almost fully red 191 to almost fully green. We used 14 levels of red (ranging from 11 red squares to 214 red 192 squares) in the central checkerboard cue. Each level of red had a complementary green level 193 (e.g., 214 R, 11 G; and 214 G, 11 R-squares). This defined seven levels of color coherence 194 (defined as = onset. To minimize this anticipation and reduce predictability we used an exponential hold 199 period duration (400 -800 ms) between the onset of the targets and the onset of the 200 checkerboard cue. 201 202
Electrophysiological Recordings: Stereotactic coordinates, known response properties of 203
PMd and M1, and neural responses to muscle palpation served as our guides for 204 electrophysiological recordings. We placed the chambers surface normal to the cortex to align 205 with the skull of the monkey, and recordings were performed perpendicular to the surface of the 206 brain. Recordings were made anterior to the central sulcus, lateral to the spur of the arcuate 207 sulcus, and lateral to the precentral dimple. For both monkeys, we confirmed our estimate of the 208 upper and lower arm representation by repeated palpation at a large number of sites to identify 209 muscle groups associated with the sites. Monkey T used his right arm to perform tasks while O 210 used his left arm. Recordings were performed in PMd and M1 contralateral to the arm used by 211 the monkey. 212 213 We performed linear multi-contact electrode (U-probe) recordings in the same manner 214
as single electrode recordings with some minor modifications. We used a slightly sharpened 215 guide tube to allow the U-probe to penetrate the Dura more easily. We also periodically scraped 216 away any overlying tissue on the dura under anesthesia. Sharp guide tubes and scraping away 217 dura greatly facilitated penetration of the U-probe. We typically penetrated the brain at very slow 218 rates (~2 -5 μm/s). Once we felt that we had a reasonable sample population of neurons 219 potentially spanning different cortical layers, we stopped and waited for 45-60 min for the 220 neuronal responses to stabilize. The experiments then progressed as usual. We used 180 μm 221 thick, 16-electrode U-probes with an inter-electrode spacing of 150 μm; electrode contacts were 222 ~100 kΩ in impedance. 223 224 We attempted to minimize the variability in U-probe placement on a session-by-session 225 basis so that we could average across sessions. Our approach was to place the U-probe so that 226 the most superficial electrodes (electrodes 1, 2 on the 16 channel probe) were able to record 227 multi-unit spiking activity. Any further movement of the electrode upwards resulted in the spiking 228 activity for those electrodes disappearing and a change in the overall activity pattern of the 229 electrode (suppression of overall LFP amplitudes). Similarly, driving the electrodes deeper 230 resulted in multiphasic extracellular waveforms and also a change in auditory markers which 231
were characterized by decreases in overall signal intensity and frequency content; both markers 232 suggested that the electrode entered white matter (Cooper et al., 1969) . We utilized these 233 physiological markers as a guide to place electrodes and thereby minimize variability in 234 electrode placement on a session-by-session basis. Recording yields and this careful electrode 235 placement were in general better in monkey T (average of ~16 units per session) than monkey 236 O (average of ~9 units per session). Random placement of U-probes on a day-to-day basis 237 would flatten out the average visuomotor index and dilute or entirely remove significant 238 differences in the discrimination time differences between superficial and deep electrodes. 239 240
The insertion technique necessitated a careful watch over the electrode while lowering to 241 ensure that it did not bend, break at the tip or excessively dimple the dura. We therefore were 242 unable to use a grid system to precisely localize the location of the U-probes on different days 243 and to provide a map of how laminar profiles change in the rostrocaudal direction. 244 245
Local field potentials: LFP recordings in T were performed using a 2 KHz sampled signal. We 246 then resampled this signal at 1 KHz and performed subsequent spectral analysis on appropriate 247 time epochs. For monkey O, two methods were used. For 17 of the sessions, we recorded LFP 248 at 2 KHz, as in T. For the remaining 27 sessions, we recorded broadband extracellular activity 249 at 30 KHz. We resampled this broadband extracellular signal at 1 KHz and then again used it for 250 subsequent spectral analysis. All resampling was performed using the MATLAB resample 251 command that first applies a delay compensating low pass filter and then subsequently 252 resamples the data avoiding antialiasing. 253 254
Reaction Time: Reaction time (RT) is defined as the time between stimulus onset and the 255 monkey's selection of a target. RT is described in units of milliseconds. A reaction time less than 256 or equal to 300 ms indicates that the monkey did not incorporate the presented stimulus into his 257 response. These trials are not representative of decision-making based on the provided 258 stimulus and were therefore removed from our analysis. 259
260
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 261 262
Psychometric curves for accuracy: For the analysis of the behavior, we used the same 24 263 sessions for monkey T (47,483 trials) and 44 sessions for monkey O (70,250 trials) from which 264 we examined electrophysiological data. Fits to psychometric curves and RT regressions were 265 performed on a per-session basis and then averaged over sessions. The behavior of an 266 average session was estimated from ~1500 trials. RT was estimated for each session by 267
including both correct and incorrect trials for each signed color coherence. 268 269 We fit psychometric curves that describe how discrimination accuracy changed as a 270 function of color coherence. For every experiment, we estimated the monkey's sensitivity to the 271 checkerboard cue by estimating the probability (p) of a correct choice as a function of the color 272 coherence of the checkerboard cue (C). We used the psignifit toolbox to fit this accuracy 273 function using a Weibull cumulative distribution function (Wichmann and Hill, 2001 ): 274 275
The discrimination threshold, ,is the color coherence level at which the monkey would make 277 81.6% correct choices. The second parameter, , describes the slope of the psychometric 278 function. The mean parameter across sessions was used as the threshold. We fit threshold and 279 slope parameters on a session-by-session basis and averaged the estimates. The mean and 280 standard deviation of the threshold estimates are reported in Fig. 2d . 281 282
RT vs. coherence: To examine if RT changed with color coherence, we adopted the procedure 283 from (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002) and used a linear regression between RT and log 284 coherence. 285 286
We fit this regression model ( Fig. 2e ) with as the slope of the regression. 288 289
Power spectra: To estimate the power spectra, we used the Chronux toolbox for MATLAB 290 (Mitra and Bokil, 2008; Mitra et al., 2016) which implements the multi-taper spectral estimation 291 method, with a time-bandwidth product of three and with five leading tapers. Choice of other 292 tapers did not result in any changes in our conclusions. We removed the DC offset from the LFP 293 time series and used a second-order IIR notch filter to remove line noise (Mitra and Bokil, 2008; 294 Mitra et al., 2016) . Line noise, which is centered at 60 Hz, arises from radiative electrical pickup 295 from lights and power sockets, currents due to ground loops, and currents induced by magnets 296
in DC power supplies in the experimental setup (Mitra and Bokil, 2008) . We centered the filter at 297 60 Hz and set the quality factor (related to the filter bandwidth) to 35. The power spectra have 298 arbitrary units (A.U.) before they are normalized. 299 300
We only plot the power spectra from 2 Hz to 50 Hz. We saw no significant activity in the 301 range of 50 Hz to 500 Hz. For the normalized power spectra from 2 to 90 Hz, the Z scores from 302 50 Hz through 90 Hz were below zero for all analyzed periods of the task (pre-stimulus, post-303 stimulus, and post-movement). 304 305
Normalization of power spectra: For each trial, we normalized the power spectrum over all 306 power values (for each frequency for all electrodes) from all trials in that session. We calculated 307 the Z Score by subtracting the mean (of all power values from all trials in that session) from 308 each point and dividing by the standard deviation. 309 310
Standard Error: Standard error was defined as /√ , where is the standard deviation of the 311 power spectra for several sessions with respect to the sessions, and is the number of 312 sessions. Standard error is shown in shading in plots of power spectra. 313 314
Split into RT quantiles: We first calculated the breaks for the RT percentiles for that monkey 315 on that session, separating the trials with RTs either greater than 85% of trials in that session 316 and the trials with RTs smaller than 15% of trials in that session. We then averaged the 317 normalized power spectra over trials within each RT quantile and finally averaged over all 318 electrodes within each quantile. Then within each quantile, we averaged over all sessions, 319
giving two normalized grand average power spectra each over all trials, channels, and sessions. 320 321
Correlation between BBA and RT: For each electrode, per session of data (several trials), we 322 computed the partial Spearman correlation between the normalized power at each frequency 323 with reaction time, controlling for the coherence of the checkerboard. We then averaged the 324 correlations over all electrodes and all sessions. Significance of the correlation values were 325 adjusted using the Benjamini & Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) procedure for 326 controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) of a family of hypothesis tests (Groppe, 2016) . 327 328 We decided to do a partial correlation in order to control for the confounding variable, the 329 coherence of the checkerboard, which we know affects the RT and also likely affects the LFP 330 power spectra and would therefore have otherwise given misleading correlation values. 331 332
Simulating Relationships between BBA and RT: In order to clarify the mathematical 333 relationship between BBA and RT, we ran a series of simulations ( Fig. 6 ). We first randomly 334 generated an RT value within the range typically observed for our monkeys. Then, we created a 335 variety of LFP signals in which the frequency and amplitude were either constant or related in 336 some way to the RT that was generated. The relationship between frequency, amplitude, and 337
RT are specified in the equations below, where randn signifies a random number drawn from 338 the normal distribution. Within each frequency and amplitude relationship, we generated one 339
thousand RTs and corresponding LFP signals. We then calculated the power spectrum for each 340 simulated LFP signal before correlating the power spectra to the randomly generated RT. Each 341 frequency and amplitude relationship resulted in a different correlation with RT. The equations 342 below match the panels shown in to report the decision ( Fig. 2a , Coallier et al., 2015) . Fig. 2b depicts a trial timeline. The trial 361 began when the monkey touched the center target and fixated on the cross. After a variable 362 target viewing period, the red-green checkerboard cue appeared. The task of the monkey was 363
to make an arm movement toward the target (red vs. green) that matched the dominant color of 364 the checkerboard cue. We parameterized difficulty of the discrimination (example stimuli shown 365
in Fig. 2c ) by a color coherence measure (C) defined as the absolute difference in the number 366 of red and green squares normalized by the total number of squares in the checkerboard (C = 367 100*|R-G|/(R+G)). A corresponding signed color coherence measure (SC) is defined as SC = 368 100*(R-G)/(R+G). We previously reported the behavior of the monkeys while they performed 369 this task (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017) . Here we present the psychometric and chronometric 370 curves for the sessions where we examined the LFP. 371 372
On average across sessions, decreases in color coherence resulted in more errors (Fig.  373 2d). We fit the proportion correct as a function of unsigned Variation in RT is readily apparent even within a given color coherence ( Fig. 2f ). Our hypothesis 392
is that this RT variability is at least in part related to fluctuations in BBA (See Figure 1 We first examined our LFPs recorded in PMd, specifically examining how the power across 399 different frequencies of the LFP changed throughout the reach decision task. BBA is apparent in 400 the pre-stimulus period (600 ms before the appearance of the checkerboard the stimulus), 401 decreases during the decision-formation period, and remains low during the movement epoch 402 ( Fig. 3a, 3b ). This pre-stimulus increase in power in the 15-35 Hz range is consistent with the 403 definition of BBA in both frequency (from 15 to 35 Hz) and timing within task behavior ( Decreases in BBA after movement onset are also consistent with these and other prior reports 407 of beta event related desynchronization. Finally, activity in the delta band (0.5 to 4 Hz), theta 408 band (4 to 7 Hz), and alpha band (8 to 12 Hz) are present both before and after checkerboard 409 onset ( Fig. 3a ). We found that there was essentially no activity in the gamma band (40-100 Hz) 410
( Fig. 3a) . 411 412
Several other analyses confirmed the existence of BBA during the pre-stimulus period. 413
Temporal fluctuations in the beta band were readily visible in individual trials of the LFP 414
suggesting that we are not artificially separating a broadband signal into signals of a specific 415 frequency (Fig. 3c ). The power spectra for the trials shown in Fig. 3c corroborated this 416 observation of signals in the 15-35 Hz range (Fig. 3d ). Finally, pre-stimulus BBA was 417 consistently observed in our population recordings ( Fig. 3e & 3f ). Figs. 3e & 3f plot the average 418 power spectrum over all trials, electrodes, and sessions for three different task periods: pre-419 checkerboard cue, post-checkerboard cue, and post-movement. Both monkeys show significant 420
BBA during the pre-stimulus period, each with peak frequencies slightly below 30 Hz. 421 422
Across both monkeys, BBA observed after the checkerboard (during the post-423 checkerboard period) differs from pre-stimulus BBA (Fig. 3e & 3f) . After the checkerboard, BBA 424 has decreased peak power and a broader peak (covering more frequencies). The frequencies 425 present are still consistent with the frequency definition of BBA. 426 427
RT covaries with BBA frequency and power 428 429
Our first goal in this study was to better understand the relationship between BBA from the pre-430
and post-stimulus periods and behavior. First, we examined if there were significant 431 relationships between pre-stimulus BBA and RT. As an initial, exploratory analysis, we 432 examined the extremes of the data by splitting the data into the (fastest) trials with the smallest 433 15% of RTs and the (slowest) trials with the largest 15% of RTs and compared the average 434 power spectra of the two groups for each monkey. Using the 5th and 95th percentiles suggested 435 similar patterns. Across both monkeys during the pre-stimulus period, we found that the faster 436
RTs have more power in the higher frequencies of BBA (approximately 25 to 30 Hz) ( Fig. 4a To more rigorously quantify this relationship between RT and pre-stimulus BBA, we 444 examined the correlation between these two variables at each and every frequency. We 445 performed this analysis using partial correlations; i.e., we estimated the correlation between pre-446 stimulus BBA and RT while using checkerboard coherence as a covariate. We then averaged 447 the partial correlations over the 16 electrodes. Correlation analyses exploiting the simultaneous 448 nature of our recordings were not notably different from the averaging analysis. So we only 449 report the results obtained from averaging partial correlations over electrodes. 450 451
Our analysis suggested a positive correlation between BBA and RT around 15 Hz (T:  452 peak at approx. 16 Hz, r = 0.0785, p = 9.9341e -7 ; O: peak at approx. 12 Hz, r = 0.0214, p = 453 0.0056) and a negative correlation between BBA and RT around 35 Hz (T: minimum at approx. 454 31 Hz, r = -0.1278 p = 9.9341e -7 ; O: not significant) ( Fig. 4c & 4d) . The presence of significant 455 correlations is inconsistent with the postural holding hypothesis. However, varying correlations 456 by frequency support both the maintenance hypothesis (purely positive correlations with BBA) 457 and the attentional hypothesis (purely negative correlations with BBA) within different sub-458 regions of the beta band (maintenance for low BBA and attentional for high BBA). 459 460 We next performed the same analyses on the post stimulus (post-checkerboard) BBA to 461 better understand its relation to RT. Across both monkeys during the post-stimulus period, we 462 see that the slower (larger) RTs (85th percentile) have more power in the lower frequencies of 463
BBA (approximately 15 to 25 Hz) ( Fig. 5a & 5b) . In Monkey O, in the higher frequencies of BBA 464
(approximately 25-35 Hz), the faster (smaller) RTs have more power. Combined, this leads to a 465 frequency shift between the RT quantiles, with the power spectra for the slower RT trials slightly 466
shifted towards the lower frequencies. In Monkey T, however, the slower (larger) RTs have 467 more power for both the low and high frequencies of BBA, so the perceived shift is not present. 468
Across both monkeys, the correlation between post-stimulus activity and RT is positive for both 469 low and high beta (as well as some high alpha) (T: peak at approx. 21 Hz, r = 0.13, p = 3.3114e -470 7 ; O: peak at approx. 21 Hz, r = 0.1167, p = 8.1205e -13 ) ( Fig. 5c & 5d ). The correlation is 471 negative for gamma activity in the low gamma band (T: minimum at approx. 37 Hz, r = -0.06, p = 472 3.3114e -7 ; O: minimum at approx. 47 Hz, r = -0.0708, p = 5.8103e -9 ). 473 474
These results for the post-stimulus period can also be more broadly viewed as a shift in 475 the component frequencies of the LFP, this time across multiple frequency bands. That is, on 476 faster RT trials, there is less overall beta band activity and slightly more gamma band activity. 477
The opposite is true for the slower RTs. 478 479
Simulations suggest that a frequency shift in BBA is a plausible mechanism for the 480 observed pattern of correlation 481 482
In order to better understand the mechanisms behind the frequency dependent correlation 483 between BBA and RT, we used a simulation analysis. The schematic for this analysis is shown 484
in Fig. 6a . First, we randomly generated RT values within the range of RTs typically observed 485 for our monkeys. Then, based on these values and a variety of governing equations for 486 frequency and amplitude, we simulated LFP signals for these hypothetical trials. The signal was 487 defined as 488 489 = * sin(2 * * ), 490 491
where amplitude and frequency are either constants, linear increasing functions of RT, or linear 492 decreasing functions of RT. We then calculated the power spectra of these simulated signals 493 from these trials and correlated these power spectra to their corresponding RTs. For each group 494 of frequency and amplitude equations, we generated one thousand simulated trials with 495 corresponding RTs, simulated LFP signals, and power spectra. The correlation coefficient as a 496 function of frequency between the simulated power spectra and RTs is shown in Fig. 6b for the 497 six paradigms. 498 499
The correlations between pre-stimulus BBA and RT observed in the real data (shown in 500 Fig. 4c & 4d ) most closely match the correlation when frequency is negatively related to RT. 501
This relationship is robust regardless of the relationship between amplitude and RT (shown in 502 Fig. 6b parts ii, iii, and iv). These findings indicate the presence of a relationship between pre-503 stimulus BBA frequency composition and RT, suggesting that pre-stimulus BBA component 504
frequencies are negatively related with RT. 505 506
The correlations between post-stimulus BBA and RT observed in the real data (shown in 507 Fig. 5c & 5d ) most closely match the correlation when frequency is not related to RT and 508 amplitude is positively related to RT (shown in Fig. 6b, part v) . This indicates the presence of a 509 relationship between post-stimulus BBA amplitude and RT with no relationship between post-510 stimulus BBA component frequencies and RT. We do recognize though that additional 511 processes that involve the dynamical balance between beta band activity and gamma band 512 activity can lead to shifts in the frequencies that, in turn, explain the negative correlations in the 513 gamma band but positive correlations in the beta band. 514 515
Deeper cortical layers have stronger activity in the low beta range than the superficial 516 layers 517 518
The next goal of our study was to understand how BBA changes as a function of cortical depth. 519
The use of linear multi-contact electrodes (Fig. 2g) provided us with simultaneous recordings 520 across several cortical depths and allowed us to examine whether there was a relationship 521 between cortical depth and BBA. 522 523
To examine the degree to which pre-stimulus power in the beta region varied with 524 electrode depth, we divided the electrodes into two groups: the superficial (electrodes 1:8) and 525 the deep (electrodes 9:16). In both monkeys, deeper electrodes (corresponding to deeper 526 cortical layers) have more power around the 10 to 20 Hz region ( Fig. 7a & 7b) . In one monkey 527 (Monkey O), this pattern of deeper electrodes having more power than surface electrodes 528
continues from approximately 10 Hz until 30 Hz, slightly past its peak frequency (Fig. 7b ).
530
This pattern of deeper electrodes having more power than surface electrodes around the 531 10-20 Hz (low beta) region is also true of the post-stimulus period and is even more pronounced 532 ( Fig. 8a & 8b) . Again in Monkey O, the pattern of deeper electrodes having more power than 533 surface electrodes continues slightly past its peak frequency (Fig. 8b) . 534 535
Correlation between BBA and RT does not vary significantly by depth 536 537
To examine whether BBA from certain cortical layers was more strongly tied with RTs, we 538 performed the correlation with RT over two depth groups: superficial (electrodes 1:8) and deep 539 (electrodes 9:16). For both pre-stimulus ( Fig. 7c & 7d ) and post-stimulus ( Fig. 8c & 8d ) BBA, the 540 correlations for each group of electrodes produced the same shape as the correlation over all 541 electrodes shown previously. The correlations for the superficial and deep electrodes are 542 essentially the same, i.e. the correlation for one depth group is not significantly greater in 543 magnitude than that of the other. 544 545 546
DISCUSSION (1476 words; 1500 words max) 547 548
The motivation for our study was to further understand the behavioral relevance of BBA and 549 how it is organized as a function of cortical depth. In a perceptual decision-making task, we 550
found that BBA was robustly present during the pre-stimulus and post-stimulus periods and was 551 related to the behavioral RT. During the pre-stimulus period, low beta frequencies (~15 to 20 552
Hz) were positively correlated with RT, while high beta frequencies (~25 to 30 Hz) were 553 negatively correlated. Through simulation, we found that the observed frequency-dependent 554 correlation corresponds to a negative relationship between RT and the component frequencies 555 of pre-stimulus BBA. During the post-stimulus period, all frequencies of BBA (~15-30 Hz) were 556 positively correlated to RT. We also found that deeper electrodes had higher power in the low 557 beta frequencies (~15 to 20 Hz) than superficial electrodes for both the pre-and post-stimulus 558 periods. 559 560 "Maintenance of current state" and "attentional" hypotheses help explain BBA in PMd 561 562
The nuanced relationship we discovered between BBA and RT is relevant for the ongoing 563 discussion regarding the role of BBA. Currently, three main hypotheses exist, and each 564
hypothesis has corresponding expected relationships between BBA and RT. 565 566
The inconsistent with our findings that both pre-stimulus and post-stimulus BBA were related to RT. 570 571
Correlations between BBA and RT during the pre-stimulus period support both of the two 572 remaining hypotheses. The maintenance hypothesis asserts that BBA represents a willingness 573 to maintain the current state of either rest or movement. In this hypothesis, greater levels of 574 BBA reflect the "desire" to maintain the hold position, which would result in slower movement 575 and an increase in RT (Gilbertson et During the post-stimulus period, we found that BBA was positively correlated with RT for 584 both low and high frequencies, which supports the maintenance hypothesis. During this period, 585
it appears that BBA of any frequency (low or high) reflects more willingness to maintain the 586 current state of being. 587 588
This constellation of results suggest that the beta band is not a monolithic signal and 589 consists of activity in at least two frequency sub-bands that dynamically emerge in different task 590 epochs, perhaps reflecting distinct behavioral demands placed on the animal (Buschman et al.,  591 2012; Spitzer and Haegens, 2017) . We expand on this theme in the next section. 592 593
BBA is better understood when split into two frequency bands 594 595
By examining the correlation at each frequency, rather than averaging over the whole beta 596 frequency band, we found that BBA is better understood as being composed of at least two 597 frequency sub-bands: low beta (~13 to 20 Hz) and high beta (~25 to 30 Hz). 598 599
Our from bottom-up visual information processing and movement preparation (Kilavik et al., 2012) . 607 608
The pre-stimulus period of our task incorporates the behavioral components identified by 609
Kilavik and collaborators for both types of BBA -the monkey is expecting the visual 610 checkerboard stimulus, is viewing relevant reach targets, and is preparing for one of two arm 611 movements. We take the stance that the frequency composition of the pre-stimulus period 612 reflects these different processes in the decision-making task. Therefore, it is not unreasonable 613 that we see both low and high beta frequencies and positive and negative correlations between 614 BBA and RT. 615 616
As the task progresses, the visual checkerboard (a bottom-up visual stimulus) appears. 617 We speculate that the appearance of the checkerboard triggers a cognitive process that 618 involves deliberation on the visual stimulus and likely movement preparation for the arm 619 movement to report the decision. In the framework proposed by Kilavik and collaborators, such 620 processes should induce activity in multiple beta frequencies, which is consistent with the 621 broader frequency range of BBA we see in the post stimulus period. It remains to be understood 622 why increased beta of any frequency during this period is associated with slower RTs. 623 624
Beyond the LFP 625 626
Our study has focused on BBA in the LFP and behavior. We chose to analyze the LFP because 627 it provides a population level, spatially averaged description of neural activity. We anticipate 628 similar effects in spiking neurons, and preliminary analysis of our spike trains suggested BBA in 629 many neurons and multi-units. However, analysis of single-neuron spike trains is often difficult 630 because of the mixture of both poisson and non-poisson variability in these spike trains. Typical 631 noise-reduction steps, such as convolution of spike trains with various filters, end up low pass 632 filtering spike trains, which would lead to severe attenuation of signals at beta frequencies and 633 the overemphasis of slower dynamics. We take the view these spikes are emerging from a 634 a: An illustration of the experimental setup for data gathering in the discrimination task. We 701 gently restrained the resting arm with a plastic tube and cloth sling. We tracked a reflective IR 702 bead taped on the middle digit of the unrestrained hand to mimic a touch screen and to provide 703 an estimate of instantaneous arm position. We tracked eye position using an infrared reflective 704 mirror placed in front of the monkey's nose. . Positive values of signed color coherence denote 711 more red than green squares and vice-versa. 712 713 d-e: Average discrimination performance (d) and reaction time (RT) (e) over sessions of the two 714 monkeys as a function of the signed color coherence of the checkerboard. RT plotted here 715
includes both correct and incorrect trials for each session and then averaged across sessions. 716
Gray markers show measured data points along with 2x(standard error) estimated over 717 sessions, though variation is so small that they are difficult to see in (d Process (a) and results (b) of a simulation that generated synthetic LFP signals as 796
Amplitude*sin(2*pi*Frequency*t). The Amplitude and Frequency of the LFP were defined 797 differently for each case, either as a constant or a function of reaction time. Power spectra were 798 made from these LFP signals, and they were then correlated with RT to create the shown plots 799 of correlation coefficients as a function of frequency for each of the six cases. The amplitude 800 and frequency relationships with RT for each case are shown with the correlations. 801 electrodes is plotted in red, and the correlation over the deep electrodes is plotted in blue. 828 829 830 831
